The first international tool to assess Sustainability Literacy

One of the flagship initiatives for the UN partnership for Tangible implementation of

Sustainable Development Goals

HESI Higher Education Sustainability Initiative

www.sulitest.org • contact@sulitest.org
The Sulitest is a set of tools (including an international reference MCQ test) simple, flexible and easy to access, allowing today’s and tomorrow’s economic and political leaders to evaluate, acquire or improve their knowledge of sustainable development issues, disseminate it within their organizations, and integrate it into their practices and strategies.

In detail...

Flagship tools for learning and evaluating

Customize the tools to your own context and enhance your experience

Raise awareness by playing and exploring
WHY SHOULD YOUR EMPLOYEES USE SULITEST?

- **Map** the sustainable knowledge of your employees

- **Sensitize** a team, a department, managers, the Management Committee

- **Evaluate the progress** made by the various stakeholders on understanding Sustainable Development issues for your company

- **Attract and retain talent**

- **Improve the image** of your organization

**TESTIMONIAL**

“Sustainable development is a pillar of our strategy. The Sulitest is to us an amazing opportunity to increase our companies current and future decision makers level of awareness on environmental, and social challenges of tomorrow. That is why we decided to become one of the first international companies to support the development of Sulitest.”

*Reinold GEIGER, Executive Chairman and CEO at L’Occitane*
PREMIUM ACCESS

- Engage your employees in your own CSR strategy
- Sensitize all your employees to Sustainable Development, through gaming («Quiz») and discovery modules («Explorer»)
- Understand the expectations of your stakeholders regarding your CSR commitments
- Customize the training of teams and managers
- Evaluate the image and reputation of your organization
- Provide indicators and tangible data to external auditors and in your extra-financial reports

Fully customizable for your own organization
Adaptable for specific sectors, professions and subjects

Less than 10 employees ................................................1000€/year
Between 10 & 249 employees........................................3000€/year
Between 250 & 5000 employees....................................6000€/year
More than 5000 employees..........................................10000€/year
Networks & Professional associations............................10000€/year

www.sulitest.org • contact@sulitest.org
An independent tool set...
with questions validated by experts from major international institutions and qualified individuals.

Framed along sustainability hot topics...
with modules specifically created around SDGs, in partnership with the UN.

Recognized by major companies and academics...
used in many renowned institutions worldwide.
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